Parts of Speech
noun

names a person, place, thing or idea

musician, guest, Layton, island,
library, freezer, ambulance, love,
creativity, France

pronoun

replaces the name of a person,
place thing or idea

I, me, yours, him, hers, its, we,
your, theirs, them, myself, mine

verb

tells what the subject of the
sentence does or tells its state of
being

advise, print, make, measure,
worry, enter, get, follow,
participate, teach

adverb

describes how, how often, when,
where, to what extent; can describe
a verb, adjective or another adverb

always, never, slowly, outside,
upstairs, soon, sometimes

adjective

describe qualities or things

important, awful, turquoise,
challenging, curious, different,
itchy, miniature

preposition

shows a relationship between a noun
or pronoun and other words in the
sentence (direction, time, placement)

against, below, near, following,
over, upon, underneath, through,
since

conjunction

joins words or groups of words
together

besides, finally, despite, so,
because, unlike, but, yet, for

interjection

a word or phrase that expresses
emotions or feelings

Oops!, Yikes!, Ouch!, Yippee!, Shh!,
Wow!, Oh!, Stop!

article

comes before a noun in a sentence

a, an, the
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